The Extended Canon

Traveller: The New Era carried the Traveller role-playing game system forward to its third edition: into the years after the collapse of the Third Imperium. This disk contains the Extended TNE Canon: the Challenge Magazine articles, both the 1201 and the 1248 series (both on this page), and a look at the ads and header art of TNE.

THE 1201 SERIES

When Empires Fall

1201-1 Early Fallen
1201-2 Moonshadow
1201-3 Booster Pack
1201-4 The Minds of Idsur
1201-5 The Idsur Gambit
1201-6 The Iskyar Metamorphosis

1248-1 The Guided Lilly
1248-2 Belly of the Beast
1248-3 Into the Darkness
1248-4 Small Merchants
1248-5 Scout Ships
1248-6 Out of the Darkness
1248-7 Bearers of the Flam
1248-8 The Spinward States
1248-9 The Freedom League
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The TNE Articles in Challenge

GDW supported Traveller: The New Era with articles in its role-playing magazine Challenge up until the day it closed in 1996. This coverage provided additional insights into the background and structure of the New Era, and our compilation brings together these articles for easy reference.
The TNE Novels

GDW commissioned a novel trilogy in support of Traveller: The New Era, and published two of the three before they closed their doors in 1992. Regrettably, the third novel lay forgotten and unpublished in the GDW archives for more than fifteen years. In that time, Traveller designer Marc Miller searched for a conclusion to the story arc. Ultimately, he teamed up with writer Matthew Carson to create from whole cloth a new final novel. THEN, the manuscript for the original third novel was discovered.

The strange result is a trilogy with TWO endings: now available here for the first time.

The Death of Wisdom  To Dream of Chaos  The Backwards Mask  The (Other) Backwards Mask
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